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Summary
This Community Solar Value Project working paper aims to help utilities understand their
choices for structuring and financing community solar programs. The options vary based on the
structure of utility (investor-owned, municipal utility, or co-op), state policies, and the
upcoming changes to the federal solar tax incentives.
Options also vary based on the key objectives for the community solar program. With regard to
community solar program structure, each utility must first decide whether to outsource the
community solar program to a third-party provider (outsourced model) or to develop the
community solar program internally (utility-driven model). In addition, hybrid models allow
utilities to request customized arrangements with third-party outsourced-model providers.
This paper is accompanied by an appendix including one table comparing the outsourced model
to a utility-driven model and another summarizing pros and cons of the main financing
strategies, which include:
x
x
x
x
x

Bond and debt financing
Power purchase agreements
Solar services agreements
Operating leases
Flip or buyout structures

In the end, completing a community solar acquisition is not much different than acquiring other
utility assets and services. We advise any party that is involved in solar project procurement to
consult legal, tax and accounting expertise. Expert legal advice will be required to negotiate and
structure these solar development deals, as specific project terms and conditions (T&Cs) related
to issues such as ownership structure, financing mechanisms, ownership of the renewable
energy credits (RECs) and customer interface must be negotiated with all parties. Laws and
guidelines are also subject to change. This working paper represents only a starting place.
The Community Solar Value Project is developing a complete decision framework for utilities
interested in “making community solar better.” The Project is especially focused on three
aspects of the program design process: 1) high-value solar project design and procurement 2)
target-market development for community solar programs and 3) increasing utility value
through companion demand-response and storage measures that address solar variability and
minimize reliance on non-renewable resources for meeting solar customers’ needs. This working
paper is one tool for that overall decision framework. Through the duration of this project, see
www.communitysolarvalueproject.com for details.
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1. Introduction
Community Solar refers to any solar project that has multiple participants, co-owners,
leaseholders, subscribers, or donors, where each carries a relatively small portion of the total
project cost and shares proportionally in the project’s benefits. i Shared solar programs enable
multiple customers to share the economic benefits from one solar project, through their
individual utility bills. This strategy has been touted as a way to broaden the distributed solar
market to households that cannot host typical rooftop solar systems for a number of reasons,
such as lease limitations or shading. NREL has estimated that, even limiting the communitysolar market to that segment, a community solar buildout could lead to cumulative PV
deployment from 2015-2020 of 5.5-11 GW. ii In fact, there is little market research to date about
exactly which sectors are most drawn to community solar and why. But the strong growth of
community solar over the past few years substantiates its significant growth potential.
For utilities, community solar represents both a potential threat and a major opportunity. If
driven by third-party solar developers with little or no utility engagement, community solar
could exacerbate net-metering-related revenue losses and risks related to unplanned
distributed-solar market growth. In Minnesota, for example, a large community solar effort was
revised by policymakers after rollout, to address unforeseen large-scale third-party development
strategies. iii But since the earliest community solar projects—most in the past decade—utilities
generally have held a leadership role in this space. In mid-2015, the Solar Electric Power
Association estimated upwards of 80 utilities running or planning community solar programs. iv
These draw on a range of solar projects, from 10-kW systems to plants of 10 MW or more. They
also represent many resource acquisition structures; a great many were or will be completed
with outsourced, third-party developer support.
The question of what role utilities will play in community solar in the future depends upon many
factors, but one of the most important among them is their approach to solar resource
acquisition. For example, the economy of scale that community solar offers, relative to rooftop
solar, is no longer a “given,” as rooftop competitors find ways to aggregate their own
procurement and sales activities. In states that allow community solar projects initiated by
customer groups, utilities may find it hard to justify an in-house, utility-driven program, on cost
alone.
This working paper is aimed at helping utilities to understand their choices for financing
community solar (or for that matter, any distribution level utility solar project). The choices
differ based on the type of utility (investor-owned, municipal utility, or co-op), state policies,
and upcoming changes to the federal solar tax incentives. This paper provides an introductory
overview of the main financing strategies, relative to ownership, power purchase agreements,
solar services agreements, operating leases, and working with one-stop-shop third party to
develop and finance a program often with the same financing structures. These choices and
variations thereof can get complicated; the authors specifically advise that utilities consult
accounting and legal professionals in the same manner as they would with any utility
acquisition.
With regard to community solar program design and project development, each utility must first
decide whether to outsource the community solar program to a third-party provider (outsourced
model) or to develop the community solar program internally (utility-driven model). Utility
views differ on how to pursue community solar development paths. In the past, some utilities
opted not to own solar projects because PV was an emerging technology, high priced and had
perceived higher project and financial risks. However, solar PV has become a widely accepted
technology today with little perceived project risks.
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The following sections address outsourced- and the utility-driven models. Two tables in the
appendix summarize the differences and pros and cons of each structure and financing options
from the perspective of the utility.

2. Financing Choices Under the Outsourced Model
For many utilities that are interested community solar, the option of outsourcing the program to
a third-party provider is a viable option. There are now several third-party community solar
providers that offer “one-stop-shop” community solar, including fully bundled services related
to program design, project development, finance, operations and maintenance (O&M) and
marketing. In addition, many third-party community solar providers also offer services related
to bill crediting and claim to greatly reduce the utility’s administrative efforts and costs. Clean
Energy Collectivev and SunSharevi are the two leading companies that are currently
spearheading a one-stop-shop community solar offering to utilities. Clean Energy Collective
offers a proprietary RemoteMeterTM account management site that allows customers to view
their clean energy production in real time and integrates with the utility billing system to
immediately credit customers for renewable energy generation. vii From the utility perspective,
this option allows the utility to roll out a program relatively quickly and to outsource all aspects
of program design and development, including the risk of the finding subscribers. This model is
similar to third-party energy-efficiency program outsourcing.
Legislation in Colorado and Minnesota has supported the outsourcing model to drive greater
solar development. The outsourced model has proven to be very popular with consumer-owned
utilities, but less so with IOUs, who are seeking a return on investment. One major drawback is
that the utility does not actually own the solar asset. However, it is not uncommon in PPA
structures for the utility to have step-in rights, the right of first refusal to purchase, or even the
right to take ownership at the end of the term of the contract, when the solar asset is fully
depreciated. Leading third-party providers have recently included more customization options
than they offered a few years ago. Utilities interested in customization, with greater utility
involvement, may find negotiations productive.
A recent Internal Revenue Service (IRS) private-letter ruling suggests that one more
possibility—individual ownership of panels in an offsite, community solar project—may offer a
new hybrid model. At least two community solar projects, one (the focus of this letter-ruling) at
Boardman Hill Solar Farm in Vermont and one at Duck River EMC in Tennessee, have tested
this approach, whereby individual participants, who own their panel shares, take advantage of
the 30 percent federal residential income tax credit available under Section 25D of the Internal
Revenue Code. The Clean Energy States Alliance (CESA) cosponsored the Vermont letter-ruling
request and has championed this option, which for now remains available only on a case-by-case
basis. viii

3. Financing Choices Under the Utility-Driven Model
The utility-driven model assumes that the utility will assume responsibility for community solar
program design and project development. Project ownership could be by the utility or by a third
party. As more IOUs begin to launch programs and as programs grow in size and importance to
the utilities, the market is expected to tilt toward the utility-driven model. ix Many IOUs have
invested directly in solar projects or developed projects through developer subsidiaries. Both
IOUs and developer subsidiaries are able to take advantage of the Investment Tax Credit (ITC)
and Modified Accelerated Cost Recovery System (MACRS), in addition to state incentives.
It is important to be mindful of whether the utility is an unregulated or regulated entity and
whether it is taxable or not. If the project is owned by an unregulated subsidiary or affiliate, the
rate of return would not be regulated and the investment would likely be recovered through
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selling energy to a utility. If the project is owned by a regulated IOU, accounting rules usually
dictate that the utility must spread the ITC benefit over the useful life of the asset when setting
retail electricity rates. This creates a cost disadvantage relative to nonutility developers. x Also, a
utility-owned project typically achieves a positive cash flow earlier than other financing
alternatives, but financing is often run over a longer term. xi
The utility-owned model in the consumer-owned utility (COU) sector is constrained by inability
to take tax incentives, such as the investment tax credit (ITC) and MACRS.
Under the utility-driven model for both the IOU and COU market segments, the utility is
responsible for determining how the program will market and sell electricity to program
participants. This involves designing a program that offers a value proposition to the customer
that is attractive relative to retail rates, while at the same time balancing the objective of utility
cost recovery.
Whether it seeks ownership or not, the utility will have many choices in project finance
structure, including bonds or debt financing, a third party PPA, SSA, pre-paid PPA or SSA, lease
or flip structure. The following sections outline each of these financing structures.

Bond or Debt Financing
Utility-driven solar projects may be acquired as turnkey projects or developed and built with
varying degrees of involvement by the utility. Often, projects are balance-sheet financed through
bond or debt financing.
Applications in Investor-Owned Utilities  
Given their creditworthiness, IOUs are able to attract favorable rates for debt and equity
financing. Investments toward ownership are recovered through a regulated IOU’s rate base and
earn the company’s weighted average cost of capital (WACC). However, in some states,
regulatory commissions are still considering whether to allow utilities to earn a return on assets
deployed for one segment of their customer base (e.g., community solar), even if the utility
guarantees remaining customers will not be impacted. If the state in question has not issued
clear guidance, it may be important to review current policy before starting on a development
path. xii
California passed its own community solar bill, SB 43, which aims to deliver 600 megawatts of
solar energy to customers of the three California IOUs by 2018. The California Public Utilities
Commission determined in January 2015 that utilities are not allowed to build and own
community solar projects under this program, xiii which eliminates the option of an IOU-owned
asset via bond or debt financing for this program.xiv
Applications in Consumer-Owned Utilities
As stated earlier, public power, municipal and cooperative utilities’ inability to take advantage of
the federal ITC and accelerated depreciation results in utility ownership being a less attractive
financing model for this market segment. Public power utilities may be able to make use of
direct subsidy bonds – Qualified Energy Conservation Bonds (QECBs). QCEBs are taxable
bonds that enable qualified state, tribal and local government issuers to borrow money at
attractive rates to fund energy conservation projects. Processes for notifying state authorities of
intention to issue QECBs and deadlines for doing so vary. xv Municipal bonds represent another
source of financing at attractive rates for municipal utilities. For the bonds to qualify as taxexempt at the federal level, the municipal utility must own and undertake the building of the
project with proceeds benefiting the public. The viability of municipal debt financing depends on
the credit rating of the municipality. Most municipal utilities are rated, but obtaining a credit
rating may be expensive for small municipalities. xvi
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Cooperative utilities have the option of financing their projects through co-op financing
mechanisms which include the Rural Utilities Service (RUS), the National Rural Utilities
Cooperative Finance Corporation (CFC), and CoBank. Cooperatives may work with these
entities to incorporate additional incentives into their project financing including Rural Energy
for America (REAP) grants and loans. xvii RUS provide loans to support on-grid renewable energy
systems made to cooperatives that typically use RUS financing. xviii REAP grants and loans are
provided for the purchase, installation and construction of renewable energy systems to
agricultural producers and rural small businesses, often including electric cooperatives. xix
Cooperatives are also working through the National Rural Electric Cooperative Association
(NRECA) on new community solar models. Eligible utilities may wish to explore options
through NRECA-sponsored resources. xx

Utility-Driven Projects Using Third-Party Financing
In addition to the outsourced and utility-owned community solar program options, the utility
also may contract with a third party to own and operate the solar system. This ownership
structure allows the utility to benefit from the ITC, MACRS, and any state incentives, as these
incentives flow down into the project cost. Since the utility cannot claim the system as an asset,
some utilities see this as a major reason not to pursue third-party project ownership structures.
In particular, most utilities have a limit on how much they can extend their balance sheets.
However, one of the greatest benefits in some utilities’ view is avoiding system-ownership risk.
As discussed below, several third-party ownership models exist including PPA, SSA, pre-paid
PPA or SSA, lease and flip structure.
Power Purchase Agreement
A power purchase agreement (PPA) is a common financing instrument for utility renewable
energy projects today. Under a PPA financing model, a separate taxable entity develops, owns
and operates the solar project and the utility purchases the power generated by the project
through a long-term contract on a $/kWh basis. This taxable entity monetizes the ITC and
MACRS and, in theory, passes along some of the benefits to the utility through lower priced
electricity.
In the COU market segment, a municipal utility can typically take advantage of the federal tax
benefits by leveraging the third-party ownership market structure. This arrangement is not
necessarily easily implemented in all states, as in some states it may subject the system owner to
regulation as a utility. The Sacramento Municipal Utility District’s (SMUD) initial Solar Shares
program (2008) is an example of a PPA financing model. EnXco financed, constructed, owns
and operates the solar PV system and provides power to SMUD through a 20-year PPA.
Subscribers pay a fixed monthly fee for a given capacity subscription and receive a full retail rate
credit for its production. xxi Other utilities have developed similar community solar programs. xxii
Bond Financing for Third-Party Projects
A municipal utility or local government agency may issue municipal debt and transfer the
capital to a developer to finance the development costs of the solar project in exchange for a
lower PPA or lease price. Government entities are typically able to issue municipal debt at a
lower interest rate. However, COUs wishing to take advantage of this approach directly could be
thwarted. Such debt is subject to federal taxes because it is used for private development
purposes. xxiii
One work-around involves the so-called Morris Model, named after a county in New Jersey that
had success with it. The model requires the non-taxable entity to arrange bond-financing and to
set up a lease-purchase agreement with the developer. This allows pass-through of tax benefits.
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However smaller projects suffer from relatively high transaction costs, including legal costs. xxiv
It is also noteworthy that, while some Morris Model projects have succeeded, later applications
of the model have run into problems because incentives and markets changed after
development, affecting long-term project viability. Risk assessment is an important step
Solar Services Agreements  
The SSA structure offers a relatively straightforward alternative to the PPA, drawing a line
between the taxable party and the non-taxable off taker. The system owner designs, installs, and
maintains the system and signs an agreement with the host, providing solar power and
maintenance. Particular SSA qualifications, under Section 7701(e) of the Internal Revenue Code
include:
x The service recipient cannot operate the system for the term of the agreement;
x The service recipient cannot be asked to pay for electricity that it did not receive, nor can
it benefit from unanticipated operating cost savings;
x If the service recipient desires a purchase option, the price must be set at fair market
value at the time of the sale. xxv
Different from a PPA, an SSA is an agreement between the system owner and the system site
host, not only for power purchase but also for specific services to ensure continued solar service.
The solar developer usually works with a bank (or large investor) and forms a project-specific
limited-liability corporation. The developer remains the single point of contact for the term of
the agreement.
Leases
There are two common types of leases: the capital lease assumes a lease leading to a purchase,
and the operating lease assumes that it is primarily for use of the equipment over a specified
term, with the possibility of buyout later. A capital lease spreads the costs over a seven- to 10year term but there is no down payment required. The tax benefits of ownership including the
ITC and MACRS stay with the lessee, so this approach is favorable for taxable utilities. xxvi
Utilities are familiar with operating leases as they apply to conventional distribution-system
equipment, including generators and range from 6 to 10 years. The utility is simply leasing the
equipment which it can operate and maintain or outsource the service, while avoiding the longterm ownership risk. Another benefit to the utility is that, subject to IRS regulations, it does not
list either the leased equipment or payment liability on its balance sheet and instead treats lease
payments as an operating expense. Under an operating lease, the tax benefits are taken by the
lessor and the value is passed back in the form of lower lease payments. Unlike a capital lease
with a fixed purchase price at the end of the lease, an operating lease allows the utility to buy the
system once all the tax benefits are complete for a “fair market value.” xxvii One drawback of an
operating lease is that the lessee must take all the risk associated with the solar equipment
output. If for any reason the system fails to produce, the lessor still expects to be paid. Long
equipment warranties are often cited as protection from this risk, the original companies
involved may prove hard to find in future years.
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Flip Structures

Figure 1. Pre-Flip and Post-Flip Structure.

Another major benefit of a PPA or SSA is that either is compatible with an option to purchase
the solar project later, offering some of the benefits of both the third-party owned and utilityowned project structure. This typically occurs in five to seven years, depending on the
agreement. The flip model enables a third-party to develop and own the project initially, taking
advantage of the tax credit and accelerated depreciation incentives. The ownership is then
transferred to the utility, once these incentives are have been claimed. xxviii As shown in Figure 1,
after the flip, the utility would have the option to buy out all or most of the tax investor’s interest
in the project at the fair market value of the tax investor’s remaining interest. xxix The option to
take ownership of the project after the tax benefits are wrung out often has mutual advantages
for the developers and the utility, as many solar developers do not want to provide solar energy
services indefinitely, and utilities understand the long-term value of generating assets. Such a
buy-out allows the utility to obtain the energy generation benefits for the plant’s remaining life.
This is likely 20 to 40 years, based on the operating history of early solar projects and the
warranted life-span of current solar components.
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4. Conclusion
Community solar provides benefits to customers, particularly the many customers who cannot
site or afford a conventional rooftop system. Interest in community solar is growing fast, driven
by many competing visions and market players. For utilities, community solar represents both a
potential threat and a major opportunity. This working paper is aimed at helping utilities to
understand their choices for community solar program development, including financing
mechanisms available for both IOUs and COUs. The choices differ based on the type of utility,
state regulations and policies, and tax treatment.
This paper has emphasized project development options that would be open to a utility, whether
or not the project were intended for marketing as a community solar project. In addition, it
refers to outsourced community solar development options. Third-party providers tap a similar
set of development options, though they nearly always have taxable status, and rely on available
tax incentives.
With regard to community solar program design and project development, each utility must first
decide whether to outsource the community solar program to a third-party provider (outsourced
model) or to develop the community solar program internally (utility-driven model). For the
utility-driven model, there are a number of project finance structures available, including bond
or debt financing, third-party owned PPA/SSA, pre-paid PPAs/SSA, lease and a project flip
structure. Although the utility capital structure plays an important role in the decision of how to
finance the project, this whitepaper is designed to outline the structures available to support
community solar development. Programs operating today have utilized a mix of the options
described above. It should be noted that expert legal advice will be required to negotiate and
structure these solar development deals, as specific project terms and conditions (T&Cs) related
to issues such as ownership structure, financing mechanisms, ownership of the renewable
energy credits (RECs), and customer interface must be negotiated with all parties.
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APPENDIX

1

Table  1.  Financing  Solar  Acquisitions  for  Community  Solar  Programs  
    

Utility-‐Driven  Solar  Acquisitions  
Utility  Developer  

    
    

    

Financing  
Mechanism  

Bond  or  Debt  

PV  System  
Owner  

Third-‐Party  Developer;  Power-‐Purchase  
Agreement  (PPA)  
PPA    
PPA  with  Flip/Buyout  

Outsourced  Third-‐Party  Acquisition  
Operating  Lease  
    

Long-‐term  contract  
with  a  third  party  for  
the  output  ($/kWh)  of  a  
solar  plant.  The  Solar  
Services  Agreement  
(SSA)  is  similar  to  the  
PPA,  but  may  be  used  
for  non-‐taxable  
utilities.  

A  contract  with  a  third  
party  for  the  output  
($/kWh)  of  a  solar  
plant,  where  the  utility  
takes  ownership  of  the  
solar  plant  after  a  
specified  amount  of  
time.    The  Solar  
Services  Agreement  
(SSA)  is  similar  to  the  
PPA,  but  may  be  used  
for  non-‐taxable  
utilities.  

The  operating  lease  
(vs.  capital  lease  or  
lease-‐to-‐purchase)  is  
typical  for  solar.  The  
utility  leases  plant  
for  its  output,  which  
may  vary;  lessor  
takes  tax  benefits.  
Eligible  for  buyout  in  
later  years.    

Third-‐Party  Project  LLC  

Third-‐Party  Project  LLC,  
then  Utility  

Third-‐Party  

20  years  or  as  
negotiated;  some  PPAs  
include  an  escalator,  
intended  to  reflect  the  
increasing  cost  of  all  
electricity.  Other  terms  
cover  aspects  of  
anticipated  yearly  
output,  utility  rights  to  
access  or  control,  
project  insurance,  etc.  

Flip  or  buyout  at  
market  value  typically  
in  5  to  7  years,  once  
the  tax  credit  and  
MACRS  have  been  
monetized.  Allows  the  
utility  to  capture  10  to  
20+  years  of  additional  
generation  benefits.  
Several  variations  
available.  

An  operating  lease  
allows  a  shorter  
lease  term  than  a  
capital  lease.  At  the  
end  of  the  term,  the  
lessor  must  renew,  
remove  the  system  
or  allow  purchase  of  
the  system  at  the  
market  value.  Terms  
cannot  be  set  in  
advance.    

Utility  

Term  

Typically  15  to  20  
years.  Other  non-‐
taxable  financing  
may  run  up  to  30  
years.  

1

Utility  as  Prime  Point  
of  Contact  
    

Customer  as  Prime  
Point  of  Connection  
    

Provider  offers  PPA  to  
utility.  Panel  or  share  
sale  or  lease  offer  is  
arranged  between  the  
provider  and  
customer.  Provider  
may  offer  full  or  
partial  outsourced  
services  to  the  utility,  
though  the  utility  
usually  pays  benefits  
to  customers  through  
bill  credits.    Project  
typically  a  Special  
Purpose  Entity  under  
SEC  rules.  
Third-‐Party  Provider  
sells  or  leases  shares  
to  utility  customers.  
May  offer  customer  
financing,  sometimes  
with  utility  billing  
support.  Buyout  
option  is  atypical.  

Provider  offers  long-‐
term  PPA  to  a  local  
customer(s).  The  
utility  pays  
production-‐based  
benefits  (e.g.,  virtual  
net  metering).  
Typically  turnkey  
development,  from  
EPC  through  O&M.  For  
other  (usually  small)  
projects,  the  
customers  form  a  
development  entity.  
Must  meet  SEC  
requirements.  
The  leading  model  
provides  a  PPA  to  local  
governments,  schools,  
or  large,  community-‐
based  customers.  
There  may  be  a  flip  or  
buyout  option.  

Participants  purchase  
a  panel  or  share  from  
the  Provider,  or  agree  
to  purchase  a  block  of  
power  (kWh/month)  
for  a  period  of  time.  
Usually  transferrable  
between  electric  
meters  within  the  
same  utility.  

Terms  between  the  
provider  and  
participant  are  similar  
to  those  of  any  PPA.  
Models  often  require  
one  large  “anchor”  
participant  in  order  to  
secure  financing.  

Accounting  

On  balance  sheet.  

Off  balance  sheet.  

Off  balance  sheet  prior  
to  flip;  On  balance  
sheet  after  flip.  

Off  balance  sheet  and  
treated  as  an  
operating  expense.  

Off  balance  sheet,  
unless  an  atypical  
buyout  or  flip  is  
arranged.  

The  utility  has  no  
obligation,  except  for  
interconnection  and  
distribution  utility  
services.  

Price  to  the  
Utility  

Debt  or  bond  
financing  
arrangements  impact  
pricing,  as  does  the  
utility’s  access  (or  lack  
of  access)  to  tax  
benefits.  Some  models  
tap  unique  incentives  
and  low-‐interest  rates.  
Regulations  on  IOUs  
may  impact  the  
purchase  and  its  
benefits.  

PPA  has  a  negotiated  
rate  per  kWh  
($/kWh)  which  often  
includes  an  
escalator;	
  PPA  
typically  contracts  for  
the  output  of  the  
system,  typically  
with  O&M  and  a  
performance  
guarantee  included.  

Fixed  payments  with  
pre-‐determined  or  
"fair  market  value"  
purchase  option  at  
end  of  lease.  

PPA  or  FIT  agreement  
at  a  fixed  rate  per  
kWh.  

N/A.  The  utility  is  not  
involved,  except  as  
related  to  the  costs  
and  benefits  of  
supporting  customer-‐
owned  distributed  
generation.  

Payments  

Monthly,  quarterly,  or  
annually.  

Usually  monthly.  

Usually  monthly.  

N/A  to  the  utility.  

Federal  
Energy  Tax  
Credit  (ITC)  

Taxable  utilities  (IOUs)  
qualify.  Non-‐taxable  
utilities  do  not,  but  
hybrid  acquisition  
models  with  taxable  
developers  may  pass  
through  some  tax  
benefits.  

Usually  monthly;  
Alternatively,  the  
contract  may  be  pre-‐
paid.  
Investor's  account.  
The  project’s  access  
to  tax  benefits  
should  lead  to  a  
lower  PPA.  

PPA  has  a  rate  per  
kWh  ($/kWh)  which  
often  includes  an  
escalator.  O&M  and  a  
performance  
guarantee  are  often  
included  during  third-‐
party  ownership.  The  
utility  purchases  the  
system  for  fair  market  
value  once  incentives  
have  been  monetized  
and  takes  over  the  
O&M.  
Usually  monthly  until  
flip  in  ownership  from  
third-‐party.  
Investor's  account.  The  
project’s  access  to  tax  
benefits  leads  to  a  
lower  PPA  price.  

Capital  Lease  -‐  Lessee   Third-‐party  program  
would  monetize  tax  
and  project  developer  
benefits,  if  taxable;  
monetizes  ITC.  
under  operating  lease,  
the  provider  
monetizes  tax  
benefits.  

N/A  to  the  utility.  

Federal  
Investor-‐owned  
Depreciation   utilities  may  access  
MACRS  (5-‐year  
accelerated  under  
current  guidelines).    

Provider  accesses  
MACRS  (5-‐year  
accelerated  under  
current  guidelines).  

Provider  accesses  
MACRS  (5-‐year  
accelerated  under  
current  guidelines).  

MACRS  (5-‐year  
MACRS  (5-‐year  
accelerated)  or  
accelerated).  
Straight-‐line  
depending  on  the  type  
of  lease.  

N/A  to  the  utility.  

Renewable  
Energy  
Credits  

Third-‐Party  Owner,  
unless  negotiated.  

Third-‐Party  Owner  
prior  to  flip;  utility  
afterwards,  unless  
negotiated.  

Typically,  the  lease  
provider.  

System  owner,  unless  
negotiated.  

Utility,  unless  
marketed  or  sold  to  
participants.    
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The  Provider  typically  
holds,  but  transfers  
RECs  to  the  utility.  

Table  2:  Comparative  Summary  of  Financing  Options  Community  Solar  Programs    

    
    
    
    

Utility-‐Driven  Solar  Acquisitions  
Utility  Developer  
    

Third-‐Party  Developer;  Power-‐Purchase  
Agreement  (PPA)  
PPA  with  Flip/Buyout  
PPA  

Outsourced  Third-‐party  Acquisition  
Operating  Lease  
    

Utility  as  Prime  Point  
of  Contact  
    

Customer  as  Prime  
Point  of  Connection  
    

Pros  

Within  regulatory  
guidelines,  utilities  can  earn  
a  rate  of  return  on  the  solar  
asset.  IOUs  may  get  tax  
benefits,  though  
normalization  which  limits  
the  benefit.  Municipalities  
and  POUs  have  access  to  
municipal  bonds  and  QCEBs;  
Cooperatives  may  have  
access  to  RUS  or  CFC  and  
CoBank  financing,  as  well  as  
to  programs  geared  for  rural  
development.  Some  hybrid  
models  take  advantage  of  
both  tax-‐exempt  financing  
benefits  and  third-‐party  tax  
incentives.    

Third-‐party  can  take  
advantage  of  ITC  and  
MACRS,  and  will  pass  
some  of  this  benefit  to  the  
utility.  Utility  does  not  
have  to  take  any  of  the  
ownership  risks.  While  the  
lifetime  benefits  to  the  
utility  are  not  as  great  as  
the  ownership  option,  a  
PPA  generally  has  a  lower  
utility  rate  impact.    

Third-‐party  can  take  
advantage  of  ITC  and  
MACRS,  and  will  pass  some  
of  this  benefit  to  the  utility.  
The  utility  also  can  reap  the  
long-‐term  value  of  the  
generating  asset,  after  the  
tax  benefits  have  been  
monetized.  

Utility  can  treat  the  project  
as  an  operating  expense  and  
leave  it  off  its  balance  sheet  
and  avoid  long-‐term  
ownership  risk.  Under  an  
operating  lease,  the  lessor  
monetizes  the  tax  benefits  
and  it  typically  passes  some  
of  these  benefits  along.  

Allows  utility  to  roll  out  a  
program  quickly.  In  the  
outsourced  model,  the  
utility  typically  has  little  role  
in  program  design,  
marketing  or  program  
subscription,  though  the  
program  may  be  utility-‐
branded.    Additional  
services  may  include  
support  for  virtual  net  
metering  and  customer  
information  apps.  Third-‐
party  passes  through  some  
of  the  tax  benefits.  

Usually  policy  driven,  
minimally  involving  the  
utility.  Utility  has  minimal  
responsibility.  This  model  is  
popular  with  large  
customers,  especially  local  
governments.  Also,  some  
community  groups  or  
churches  may  form  small  
shared  solar  projects  if  
allowed.    

Cons  

POUs,  municipalities  or  
cooperatives	
  cannot  
monetize  the  ITC  or  MACRS  
benefits  directly;  IOU  must  
use  normalization  in  
accounting  for  ratepayers.  
This  spreads  the  benefits  
over  the  useful  life  of  the  
asset  (usually  20  years)  and  
shares  the  benefits  with  
ratepayers.  Ownership  risks  
include  long-‐term  O&M,  
managing  long-‐term  
warranties,  insurance  for  
catastrophic  events,  and  
removal  if  the  project  
becomes  obsolete.  

Third-‐party  debt  may  be  
more  costly  than  utility  
debt.  Utility  cannot  
incorporate  project  as  part  
of  rate  base  and  earn  a  
rate  of  return.  Also,  the  
project  typically  outlives  
the  PPA  (producing  for  35  
years  or  more),  so  utilities  
forego  long-‐term  benefits.  

Third-‐party  debt  may  be  
more  costly  than  utility  debt,  
so  if  the  utility  can  monetize  
the  tax  incentives  it  may  
make  sense  to  own  the  
project  from  the  beginning.  
The  more  complicated  
financing  model  requires  tax  
and  legal  support,  which  
may  be  costly  for  relatively  
small  projects.  

Utility  must  take  risk  
associated  with  the  solar  
equipment  output,  as  
expected  to  make  lease  
payment  regardless  of  
system  production.  A  
buyout  may  be  arranged,  
but  not  at  the  time  of  the  
original  agreement.  

Similar  to  the  drawbacks  for  
PPAs,  including  third-‐party  
debt  may  be  more  costly,  
utility  cannot  incorporate  
project  as  part  of  rate  base  
and  project  outlives  PPA.  In  
addition,  the  utility  loses  
some  connection  with  its  
customers,  who  deal  
exclusively  with  the  third-‐
party.  Consumer-‐protection  
risks  possible.  Some  third-‐
party  provider’s  offer  
limited  customization.  

Projects  present  some  
technical  risks  and  possibly  
some  equity  risks  as  only  a  
small  subsector  of  
customers  can  take  
advantage  of  this  model;  
small  customers  are  
involved  there  may  be  
consumer  protection  risks.  
Modeled  on  net  metering  
programs,  with  the  same  
risks  to  the  utility.  
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